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Abstract Improving education is the main task of educational institutions. The major 

challenge of any education program is to keep learners engaged in learning 

activities. To improve a student’s engagement, a close connection between 

student and teacher is crucial. However, the more the number of students in-

creases, the less personal attention the students receive. The situation becomes 

worse in an online setting because the level of isolation of students from their 

peers and teachers is greater than in an on-campus setting. Therefore, an au-

tomated solution with the help of technology is needed to scale up teaching 

assistance in a place where physical face-to-face assistance is missing. 

A solution proposed in this project is a combination of an automatic email no-

tification system and an intelligent teaching assistant system (or chatbot). The 

solution aims to help teachers automate their workload while improving the 

learning engagement of learners.  
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Foreword 
Education is seen as a fundamentally optimistic human endeavor character-

ized by aspirations for progress and betterment. Education is perceived as a 

place where [young people] can develop according to their unique needs and 

potential. [Schofield 1999] These sentences are applicable to this project and 

the PDEng training as well.  

Munkhtuya Dashnyam, also known as Muugii, started with great enthusiasm 

with the topic of artificial intelligence or intelligent assistance to help us out 

in supporting the teachers in this European program to serve their students 

better. The search for the right training data, the exploration to see how 

teachers can be helped and not be bothered by yet another tool, the struggle 

with Sakai, with its legacy and architectural inconsistencies, the quest for 

feedback and time from her supervisors, all this is condensed in this docu-

ment.  

It shows the better part of something that seems to be clear and simple, and 

yet has an enormous impact on a group of European teachers that are at this 

moment applying the first version of the email notifier and intelligent assis-

tance that has a personalized approach for each of the 300 students involved 

in the preparation for the Master School kick-off event. Have fun reading this 

report, especially when you are a teacher; it can save you time. 

 

Martijn Klabbers 

October, 2018 
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Preface 
This document summarizes the “Robocoach: A scalable solution to sup-

port teachers and students using email and chatbot” project.  

The project was executed by Munkhtuya Dashnyam from the Stan 

Ackerman’s Institute, PDEng Software Technology program of the Eind-

hoven University of Technology. This project is the ten-month final as-

signment for the aforementioned two-year Professional Doctorate in En-

gineering (PDEng) program, known by its Dutch name as Ontwerpers 

Opleiding Technische Informatica (OOTI). This project was implemented 

at the EIT Digital. 

This document is primarily intended for readers with a technical back-

ground in software architecture and software technology. However, no 

specialized knowledge is needed. 

Readers with a non-technical background or who are interested in know-

ing the basis and results of this project should read chapters 1 - 4 and 10 - 

12. These chapters introduce and explain the essential points in which the 

system is founded and the results that we have obtained with this project. 

Readers who are interested in the detailed technical solution of the project 

should read chapters 5 - 9. These chapters cover architecture, design, im-

plementation, deployment, as well as verification and validation phases of 

the project. 

 

Munkhtuya Dashnyam 

October, 2018 
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Executive Summary 
An important goal of educational organizations is to pursue strategies that engage students in 

their learning activities. Student engagement involves not only teacher’s effort to engage stu-

dents, but also their own activities.  

In the online environment, there is a greater risk of isolation and alienation due to the lack of 

face-to-face teacher’s support and because of this lack of physical connection, students need 

to take more responsibility for their learning [3]. Establishing a strong sense of belonging in a 

learning community is the core of successful engagement. Motivation increases, when stu-

dents satisfy their need to belong in the learning community. Some of the important factors 

for student’s success and retention are: procedural/instructional clarity, feedback, and a sense 

of being a member of a course. [3]    

Teachers play an important role to provide students with constructive feedback, guidance and 

instructions. Students need personal support that adapts to them, and feedback that is timely, 

specific, and oriented toward performance improvement. However, teacher’s physical support 

is not really enough as the number of learners grows either in on-campus or in online setting.  

As an educational organization, switching the interaction with the learners to improve their 

engagement is an important but not a trivial task for EIT Digital. EIT Digital seeks a scalable 

solution to guide and motivate the learners either in an online or blended setting. 

Therefore, an automated solution with the help of technology is needed to scale up teaching 

assistance in a place where physical face-to-face connection is missing. In the context of this 

project, automated solutions we are providing are Email Notifier and Chatbot. Both of them 

aim to maintain student’s progress going forward.  

The Email Notifier is the practical side of the project. The Email Notifier was developed and 

demonstrated to decrease teacher’s repetitive manual work to send out email notifications, 

while supporting students to maintain their learning progress. Email Notifier was implement-

ed within the Sakai Learning Management System. For this, research about where the bottle-

neck of teacher’s repetitive work is occurring was conducted. Additionally, various technical 

investigations took place to achieve most optimal design solutions. Currently, as a result, it is 

available to use in the company’s web site.  

The Chatbot is the innovative and research oriented side of the project. We made an initial 

prototype to prove the concept that the chatbot can support teachers to reduce their work load 

by answering an administrative type of questions initially, then content-related questions 

gradually. For the prototype, we made use of IBM Watson Assistance as an artificial intelli-

gent and natural language processing solution.  

Besides the functional requirements, a few non-functional requirements shaped the overall 

architecture and design. The system should be modular to be loosely coupled with other tools. 

The system should be modifiable and portable to adapt to the future possible extensions. The 

system should be usable to simplify user’s activities. For modularity, the client-server archi-

tecture was chosen, for modifiability and portability, the layered architecture and MVC design 

pattern were used, and for the usability, some teacher’s tools were extended with minimal 

changes.  
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1. Introduction 
This chapter offers a brief introduction to this project by revealing the relevant background 

information, the project’s objective and scope. An outline of the entire report is also provided.   

1.1 Context 
Improving education is the main task of educational institutions. The major challenge of any 

education program is to keep learners engaged in learning activities. As John Holt said 

“Learning is not the product of teaching. Learning is the product of the activities of the learn-

ers” [Growing without school magazine 1984]. To improve a student’s engagement, a close 

connection between student and teacher is crucial. However, the more the number of students 

increases, the less personal attention the students receive. The situation becomes worse in an 

online setting because the level of isolation of students from their peers and teachers is greater 

than in an on-campus setting. Therefore, an automated solution with the help of technology is 

needed to scale up teaching assistance in a place where physical face-to-face assistance is 

missing.  

1.2 EIT Digital 
EIT Digital, and specifically EIT Digital Academy, is a leading European organization aiming 

at digital innovation and entrepreneurial education and driving Europa’s digital transfor-

mation. As a Knowledge and Innovation Community of the European Institute of Innovation 

and Technology, EIT Digital is focused on entrepreneurship and is at the forefront of integrat-

ing education, research and business by bringing together students, researchers, engineers, 

business developers and entrepreneurs. EIT Digital brings together entrepreneurs from a part-

nership of over 156 top European corporations, SMEs, start-ups, universities and research 

institutes in its 11 co-location nodes. Its innovation and education activities are organized in 

and around its co-location centers. [1]  

 

Figure 1.1. EIT Digital 

http://eit.europa.eu/
http://eit.europa.eu/
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EIT Digital has three pan-European schools with over 1500 students in entrepreneurial digital 

education programs, which are master school, doctoral school and professional school. The 

students are in partner universities across co-location centers.  

As an educational organization, switching the interaction with the learners to improve their 

engagement is an important but not a trivial task for EIT Digital. EIT Digital seeks a scalable 

solution to guide and motivate the learners either in an online or blended setting. Therefore, 

this project resides in the context of education at EIT Digital.  

1.2.1 EIT Digital Learning Platforms 

EIT Digital offers Master students online courses through blended and online learning. They 

are offered through the EIT Digital Sakai LMS or the online education platform Coursera. 

1.2.1.1 Sakai LMS 

The Sakai LMS is the platform that offers blended learning to the people involved in EIT Dig-

ital activities such as the master’s students, the PhD students of the doctoral school and exter-

nals in the separate summer schools.  

1.2.1.2 Coursera platform 

Coursera is an education-focused technology company that offers online courses. EIT Digital 

has developed more than 17 courses at Coursera to offer these online courses in a variety of 

subjects within the domain of Embedded Systems and Innovation and Entrepreneurship. As of 

October 2017, Coursera had more than 28 million registered users and more than 2,000 cours-

es. 

1.2.1.3 EITDigitalX 

EITDigitalX is the platform for the EIT Digital Professional School to support blended cours-

es for professionals. The platform is based on the open source project ‘Blendify’, which is 

built upon a Content Management System called Drupal with typical learning authoring and 

management features in it. This platform is not included in this project. 

1.3 The project 

1.3.1 Preliminaries 

Both Coursera and Sakai LMS provide email notification solution to the learners. However, it 

is not personalized enough to attract the receivers.  

1.3.2 The objective 

This project ultimately aims to improve the learning experience of the students by providing 

personalized support in a scalable way. The direct goal of the assignment is to design and im-

plement the combination of an automatic email notification tool and a chatbot for stimulating 

the learning progress of the students. The project aims to decrease the work load for teachers, 

especially those that have been burdened with a higher number of students in their classes. 

The scalable solutions aim to support teachers in dealing with a growing number of students, 

increase learning quality, while decreasing teaching effort. 

1.3.3 The scope 

Although EIT Digital has an enormous amount of data gathered in both Coursera and Sakai 

LMS, this project is limited to investigating only Sakai LMS. Before the solution will be ap-

plied to the Coursera platform, EIT Digital will have this solution tested with real students in 

a controlled environment, at least where the students can be contacted face-to-face if the 
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email notifier/chatbot does not meet its expectations. Even though there can be an endless 

number of email indicators found to trigger an email to the learners, this project covers a spe-

cific number of them. A conversation between human and chatbot can go into a countless 

number of directions, but this assignment demonstrates only a concrete number of use cases.  

1.4 Outline 
This report is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides the problem analysis based on the objective of this project.  

Chapter 3 describes the main stakeholders and their concerns. 

Chapter 4 lists requirements, in which user requirements and product requirements are de-

tailed.  

Chapter 5 focuses on the overall architecture and includes important decisions and their justi-

fications.  

Chapter 6 describes detailed design. 

Chapter 7 explains concrete implementation of the system.  

Chapter 8 shows deployment process and environment of the system. 

Chapter 9 verifies and validates the system against the requirements provided in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 10 concludes the entire report by listing results achieved and suggestions for the fu-

ture improvements.  

Chapter 11 discusses how the process of the project is managed.  

Chapter 12 gives the author’s reflection on this project, which also includes the lessons 

learned.   
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2 Problem Analysis 
In this chapter, actual problems that the project aims to solve are stated.  

2.1 Context  
An important goal of educational organizations is to pursue strategies that engage students in 

their learning activities. Student engagement refers to the degree of attention, curiosity, inter-

est, optimism, and passion that students show when they are learning or being taught, which 

extends to the level of motivation they have to learn and progress in their education [2].  

2.1.1 Student 

Student engagement involves not only teacher’s effort to engage students, but also their own  

activities.[3] In the online environment, there is a greater risk of isolation and alienation due 

to the lack of face-to-face teacher’s support and because of this lack of physical connection, 

students need to take more responsibility for their learning. [3] But it comes along with high 

motivation. Establishing a strong sense of belonging in a learning community is the core of 

successful engagement. Motivation increases, when students satisfy their need to belong in 

the learning community. Some of the important factors for student’s success and retention are: 

procedural/instructional clarity, feedback, and a sense of being a member of a course. [3]    

2.1.2 Teacher 

Teachers play an important role to provide students with constructive feedback, guidance and 

instructions. Students need personal support that adapts to them, and feedback that is timely, 

specific, and oriented toward performance improvement. However, teacher’s physical support 

is not really enough as the number of learners grows either in on-campus or in online setting.  

Therefore, an automated solution with the help of technology is needed to scale up 

teaching assistance in a place where physical face-to-face connection is missing. In the con-

text of this project, automated solutions we are providing are Email Notifier and Chatbot. 

Both of them try to stimulate student’s progress.  

Teachers aim to have a number of indicators combined that trigger an email to be sent to the 

learner. The combination can be indicators that can be collected from the data at the different 

platforms (Sakai data, mainly involving questions being answered or not, or Coursera, where 

there is more information about whether learners have watched videos or not and to what ex-

tend). Another important indicator is the time since the last activity. Based on the time of non-

activity, on the location of the person, the email must be triggered just before the time that the 

learner is usually active. On the long run, teachers can do analysis of the behavior and will try 

to create clusters of learners that need another way of handling.  

In a broader context, a chatbot is another solution to support students in a way of providing all 

sort of information from administrative to content-related questions in the absence of physical 

teaching assistance. In the context of this project, the chatbot supports students by discussing 

their progress, which includes assignment submission, assignment deadline and assignment 

deadline extension.  

2.2 Challenges 
The main challenge is to provide learners with personalized support in a scalable way.   
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2.2.1 Personalization 

Personalization in the context of education is intended to facilitate the academic success of 

each student by first determining the learning needs, interests, and aspirations of individual 

students, and then providing learning experiences that are customized—to a greater or lesser 

extent—for each student. [2] A Learning experience, by definition, refers to any interaction, 

course, program, or other experience in which learning takes place.  

The users of this project are both teachers and students. To use personalization in an automat-

ed digital customer support system, intuitive personalization actions should be translated into 

programmable rules and algorithms.  

Challenges of personalization in digital customer support are: 

 To define comprehensive level of personalization 

 To measure customer satisfaction  

2.2.2 Scalability 

“If the objective of education, as was articulated 50 years ago, is to train large numbers of 

students to have the skills needed by industry at the time, that has been successfully achieved” 

 Po Chi Wu said [4]. For many years, we’ve had big lecture halls with hundreds of seats and 

projectors that can reach students. Nowadays, MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) can 

reach thousands of students using their own computers at their own convenience. The delivery 

of education can be scaled as teaching can be scaled. But scalability of learning is another 

issue. Improving the learning experience of students requires individual feedback and guid-

ance. However, this is hard in online settings since there is no face-to-face teaching assis-

tance. Thus, an automated solution is investigated to fill the lack of connection between the 

students and teachers.      

2.3 Design Opportunities 
Based on the aforementioned problem statement, the assessment criteria for the technological 

design that is most appropriate for this project can be identified. According to the “New crite-

ria for assessing a technological design” by Kees van Hee and Kees van Overveld [5], the fol-

lowing design opportunities are selected as the important ones for this project. These criteria 

are revisited and reflected upon at the end of this report.  

Important design criteria for this project: 

 Functionality: What is the artifact doing in its environment? 

o Satisfaction: designed artifact satisfies the requirements 

o Ease of use: designed artifact has to be easy to use, install and maintain. 

Therefore, user-friendly interface design and sufficient installation manuals 

and user guide are necessary. 

o Reusability: less important  

 Construction: How will the artifact do this? 

o Structuring: The architecture has to be portable and modifiable. The compo-

nents have to be modular.  

o Convincingness: The project has to prove that the artifact will work and has 

the defined functionality. 

o Inventivity: less important 

 Realizability: How can the artifact be realized? 
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o Technical realizability: Working artifact in practice is needed to prove that 

the design is technically possible.  

o Economical realizability: less important 

 Impact: What are the risks and benefits of the artifact for its environment? 

o Societal impact: The artifact has to decrease the workload of teachers, while 

it has to improve the learning engagement of students.  

o Risks: less important 

 Presentation: What does the artifact look like in all its details? 

o Completeness: less important 

o Correctness: less important 
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3 Stakeholder Analysis 
This chapter gives an overview of the stakeholders involved in this project and their interests 

and goals. The main stakeholders and their relationship to the project goal are illustrated in 

the stakeholder onion diagram [6] in Figure 3.1.   

Product layer represents the product or solution that is being delivered by the project.  

Business system layer represents the Business System and entails not just the final product, 

but those stakeholders who interact directly with it.  

Organization layer represents the business or organization that hosts, controls, or generally 

controls the project solution. This layer of the onion diagram is populated with “the functional 

beneficiaries” of the system. These are the other stakeholders within the organization who 

may not directly interact with the solution who benefit from it.  

Environment layer represents the wider environment in which the company operates. This 

layer is populated with stakeholders who are outside the company but who are still important. 

These include regulators, clients, suppliers, financial beneficiaries such as stockholders, the 

public (if there is a public impact), the media, and the similar entities. It is important to note 

that most of the project team, including developers would likely be contained in this last cir-

cle. Although they are often “within” the firm, they are usually not functional beneficiaries of 

the solution and are not usually involved in ongoing maintenance and operations of the solu-

tion. If any of the project team can be considered functional beneficiaries or will be involved 

in ongoing operations or maintenance, they should be located within one of the second or 

third rings of the onion.  

In the following list, the stakeholders and their interests are described. 

 Teacher 

Teacher is an end user. Teacher’s needs are in line with the goal of the project. Teacher’s 

concern is to have an automated solution that aims to reduce his/her repetitive manual work 

load, while maintaining student’s progress going forward at the right time.   

 Student 

Student is another end user. Student wants to get the right information at the right time.  

 System admin and technical staff 

The platform team of EIT Digital is a group of stakeholders in this category. They want the 

Email Notifier loosely coupled within the Sakai platform with minimum impact of changes on 

the other existing Sakai tools. They need sufficient installation guides and user manuals as 

well.  

 Project owner (Company supervisor) 

Project owner’s main concern is to make sure that the project’s end product(s) meet the goal 

of the project and the potential end user’s needs and requirements.  

 TU/e supervisor 
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The university supervisor is the main stakeholder who is responsible for making sure that the 

design and the report meet the standards of a PDEng project.  

 ST program director 

ST program director’s main interests lay in successful completion of the project, successful 

collaboration with the company and high-quality design solutions by the trainee.  

 PDEng trainee 

I as a PDEng trainee want to achieve a successful end of the project.  

 

Figure 3.1. Stakeholder onion diagram 
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4 Requirement Analysis 
This chapter describes the user requirements, functional as well as non-functional. The first 

section gives the user requirements. The sections for functional and non-functional require-

ments explain the product requirements to satisfy the user requirements. The quality attributes 

are the main design criteria for the products of this project.  

Each requirement has a priority assigned to it indicating its importance. The following three 

categories are defined for the priority, based on the descriptions defined by S. Brander [32]: 

1. MUST (M) – absolute requirement of the specification. 

2. SHOULD (S) – there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore a 

particular item, but the full implications must be understood and carefully weighed 

before choosing a different course.  

3. OPTIONAL (O) – the requirement is truly optional 

4.1 User Requirements 
Table 1 specifies the main requirements of the key users of the system: teacher and student. 

Table 1. User Requirements 

ID Description Priority 

M/S/O 

UR01 Teacher needs a number of events that automatically trigger a notifica-

tion to the learner. 

M 

UR01.1 Teacher wants learners to be reminded automatically on the assign-

ment deadline a specific number of hours prior to the deadline.  

M 

UR01.1.1 Teacher wants control over when the reminder email on the assign-

ment deadline will be sent. 

M 

UR01.2 Teacher wants learners to be warned automatically when there is no 

activity within the specific time period.  

S 

UR01.2.1 Teacher wants control over when the warning will be triggered.  O 

UR01.3 Teacher wants learners to be warned automatically when they did not 

meet the assignment deadline. 

O 

UR01.4 Teacher wants learners to be warned automatically when they did not 

meet the assignment deadline more than specific number of times.  

O 

UR01.5 Teacher wants learners to be reminded automatically when they did 

not contribute forum discussion within specific time period.  

M 

UR01.5.1 Teacher wants control over when the notification will be sent. M 

UR01.5.2 Teacher wants control over notification’s subject and body. M 

UR01.6 Teacher wants learners to be warned automatically when they have 

only submitted (under) certain percentage of the number of ungraded 

O 
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assignments. 

UR01.7 Teacher wants learners to be warned of slow progress in the form of a 

progress chart compared to average at certain phases of the course. 

(such as:  

Halfway the course, if they fall behind at 20% of progress 

80% of the course, if they fall 50% behind, 

At the end, for anyone who doesn’t complete 100 %.) 

O 

UR02 Teacher wants the notification to be addressed to an individual learner. M 

UR03 Researcher wants to analyze the behavior of the learners.  S 

UR04 Learner doesn’t want to be annoyed by too many warnings/reminders. M 

UR05 Learner wants a clear (focused) subject line in the notification. M 

UR06 Learner wants to know more about course information. O 

UR07 Teacher wants the chatbot to answer questions about course. M 

UR08 Admin wants control over automatic notification sending-out process.  S 

 

4.2 Functional Requirements 
In the following table, a list of functional requirements that specify the behavior of the system 

is described.  

Table 2. Functional Requirements 

ID Description Rationality Dependency Priority 

M/S/O 

FR01 Email Notifier will send 

an automatic email based 

on a rule. Rule is a logic 

to send out email to the 

learner. Rules are the 

email events combined in 

UR01.1-UR01.7. 

To reduce teacher’s workload, 

an automated solution is need-

ed. 

UR01 M 

FR01.1 Email Notifier will pro-

vide the rules imple-

mented to send an email.  

Rule is a logic to send out an 

email to the users, specifying 

when, in what condition, to 

whom email will be sent out.  

UR01.1– 

UR01.7 

M 

FR01.2 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a scheduling func-

tionality to send an email 

automatically.  

To send an email automatically, 

scheduling is needed. 

UR01.1– 

UR01.7 

M 
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FR01.3 The rule may have vari-

ous parameters depend-

ing on its logic.  

The rule should be easily con-

figurable with a different set of 

properties. 

UR01.1– 

UR01.7 

M 

FR01.4 The rule has default val-

ues for the parameters: 

email subject and body. 

To keep user’s input as minimal 

as possible.  

UR01.1– 

UR01.7 

M 

FR01.5 The rule can be ena-

bled/disabled in the sys-

tem-wide configuration.  

Admin wants a stable system. 

The rule should be implement-

ed in the Email Notification 

tool first, then admin enables it, 

eventually teacher is able to 

control it. 

UR01.1– 

UR01.7 

S 

FR02 Email Notifier will pro-

vide functionalities for 

the admin to manage a 

job. Job is an instance of 

a rule.  

Admin should have full control 

to manage job details.  

UR08 M 

FR02.1 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a functionality for 

the admin to create a job 

by providing its name, 

rule and parameters.  

 

 

UR08 M 

FR02.2 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a functionality for 

the admin to see a list of 

the jobs. 

 UR08 M 

FR02.3 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a functionality for 

the admin to delete a job. 

 UR08 M 

FR02.4 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a functionality for 

the admin to see the log 

on the job execution. 

 UR08 M 

FR02.5 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a functionality for 

the admin to schedule a 

job. 

 UR08 M 

FR02.6 Email Notifier will pro-

vide a functionality for 

the admin to create a 

rule. 

For extensibility, rules should 

be created by a user, not by a 

developer. 

UR08 O 

FR03 Email Notifier will send 

an e-mail to an individual 

user instead of bulk us-

To give the user feeling of be-

ing cared.   

UR02 M 
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ers. 

FR04 Email Notifier will log 

each event that sends out 

an-email to the learner. 

Later, researcher can analyze 

the behavior of the learners like 

how often they are reminded or 

what so ever.  

UR03 M 

FR05 Email Notifier will in-

clude an invitation link to 

a chatbot session in the 

reminder/warning email. 

Emails sent to learners mostly 

aim to maintain their progress 

going forward. For the continu-

ation of the support, if the 

learner has a question, he/she 

can start the chatbot session.  

UR06, UR07 O 

FR06 Chatbot can be initiated 

by the learner. 

Another alternative to the chat-

bot link (FR05) is   

UR06, UR07 O 

FR07 Chatbot session will be 

private. 

Only authenticated learner will 

talk to the Chatbot for the secu-

rity. 

UR06, UR07 M 

FR08 Chatbot will be able to 

answer questions about 

course. 

Information about course in-

cludes structured information in 

the database such as course 

URL, course assignment info, 

and assignment deadline. It also 

includes content-related ques-

tions.  

UR06, UR07 S 

FR08.1 If Chatbot is uncertain 

about the answer, for-

ward the question to TA 

or teacher.  

The Chatbot acts like a first-line 

help desk. It can answer ques-

tions that is already trained. 

Otherwise the question will be 

sent to the TA or teacher.   

UR06, UR07 S 

FR08.2 If Chatbot needs clarifi-

cation on the question, it 

asks a clarification from 

the student.  

Conversations are not always 

very structured. Sometimes 

questions from learners might 

be ambitious. In this case, the 

chatbot will ask to know exact-

ly what the question is about.  

UR06, UR07 S 

FR08.3 Chatbot will be able to 

discuss general topics 

such as greeting, bye, 

how can I help you. 

These general topics are im-

portant to keep the discussion 

between human and chatbot 

less robot-like.   

UR06, UR07 M 

FR09 Chatbot will be able to 

learn by itself.  

The chatbot should learn from 

the TA or teacher’s answer. 

Then, gradually, answer rate to 

the students will increase, while 

the teacher’s effort to answer 

the questions will decrease.  

UR06, UR07, 

FR08.1 

O 
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Use case diagram in Figure 4.1 shows the functionalities of the system as seen from the user’s 

perspective. The diagram provides essential steps the users take to achieve their goals. The 

detailed use case scenarios are enclosed in the Appendices. 

uc main use case

Chatbot

Sakai platform

Email Notifier

Admin

Create job

Select rule

Enter job 
name

Schedule 
job

Run job

Delete job

See list of 
jobs

Enter job 
parameter

See event 
log

Teacher

Switch on/off the 
notification

Control when the 
notification will be 

sent

Enable rule in 
the system 

configuration

Enter email 
subject

Enter email 
body

Receive 
notification

Learner

Ask question 
about course

Configure 
parameters

Initiate chat

«include»

«include»

«include»

«include»

«include»

«include»

 

Figure 4.1. Main use case scenario of the system 

4.3 Non-functional Requirements 
Below is a list of quality attributes that are important criteria for the system design. They are 

taken from the ISO/IEC 25010 standard [7] on software product quality.  

NF01. Scalability 

Scalability refers to the number of users that the system can handle. At EIT Digital, in to-

tal, over 4000 students are registered within Sakai system. The biggest course, MS kick-

off has around 400 users.  

NF02. Maintainability 

Maintainability is described as “the degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a 

product or s system can be modified to improve it, correct it or adapt it to changes in envi-

ronment, and in requirements”. The following sub quality attributes are most important 

ones in this project.  
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 Modularity: Modularity refers to how to define minimal interfaces between Email 

Notification tool and other Sakai tools. Sakai LMS is an active system. Therefore, 

tool dependency should be as low as possible. The tools should be able to work 

either independently and along with other tools with no problem.  

 Modifiability: Both the Chatbot and the Email Notifier are the initial versions of 

the system. So the system should be modifiable to adapt to possible future chang-

es or upgrade.  

NF03. Usability 

Usability is related to the user’s experience with the GUI of Email Notifier and chatbot. 

Usability can be judged from the following aspects: 

 Learnability: even users who are not familiar with the tool should be able to start a 

simple use case.  

 Operability: users can accomplish their tasks with minimal effort and no redundant 

procedure.  

 User error protection: GUI should be simple and understandable by preventing users 

from performing wrong actions 

NF04. Compatibility 

Compatibility is the “degree to which a product or a system can exchange information 

with other products, system, or components, and/or perform its required functions, while 

sharing the same hardware or software environment”.  

Email Notifier should be able to exchange information with other Sakai tools to perform 

its required functions efficiently while sharing the same hardware and software environ-

ment.  

NF05. Portability 

Email Notifier and chatbot should be able to work on both Windows and Linux platforms. 

 Installability: The system should be installable with a good installation manual. 

 Replaceability: Some components of the system should be replaceable. For in-

stance, the client part of the Chatbot might be replaceable with a proven chat-

client application. The parts of the Email Notifier should also be replaceable with 

new components. For instance, if the Email Notifier is taken out of the Sakai sys-

tem, some components reused within Sakai should be replaced with another com-

ponent, or should be easy to replace.  

NF06. Security 

Security is the “degree to which a product or system protects information and data so that 

persons or other products or systems have the degree of data access appropriate to their 

types and levels of authorization”. Confidentiality is the most important sub quality at-

tributes in this group.  

 Confidentiality: The Chatbot only enables authenticated users to talk. The Email 

Notifier is granted only for Admin user. 
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5 System Architecture 
Software architecture is a guide to design and implement a software-intensive system. This 

chapter gives an overall architecture of the system along with important design decisions, 

technology choices as well as their rationales. The system consists of two individual products: 

Email Notifier and Chatbot. They are not relevant to each other from the architecture point of 

view. Hence, they are described separately in the following sections.   

5.1  Email Notifier 

5.1.1 Product Perspective 

The user (teacher) wants to automate the repetitive email sending processes. Executing any 

repetitive task automatically means that the task should run on a schedule based upon calen-

dar and event conditions. An application purpose of which is to execute this sort of actions is 

called task scheduling solution or workload automation. [8] Task scheduling solutions are 

investigated in the design decisions. 

The user (teacher) also needs to have a number of email indicators combined that trigger an 

email to be sent to the learner. The combination can be indicators that can be collected from 

the data at the different platforms (Sakai [9] data, mainly involving questions being answered 

or not, or Coursera [10], where there is more information about whether learners have 

watched videos or not and to what extent). Due to public unavailability of Coursera Data API, 

data retrieval from Coursera is out of the scope of this project. However, future extensibility 

is still considered.  

5.1.2 Design Decisions 

5.1.2.1 Development environment 

Email Notifier is developed as an extension of Sakai system, more specifically a pluggable 

tool of Sakai. It could be developed as a stand-alone system instead of a Sakai tool. The rest 

of this section explains why it is decided as a Sakai tool.  

The ideal perspective of the Email Notifier is to use both Sakai data and Coursera data. There-

fore, feasibilities of the data retrieval from those two platforms are considered first.  

Coursera platform has a closed data API, which is impossible to access from any application 

without creating a middleware solution. For this reason, data access from Coursera platform is 

left out of the scope in this project.   

Sakai LMS provides REST API and Web Service, but they are quite limited in a sense that all 

the internal services offered by Sakai are not exposed to the outside world. Since Sakai is an 

open source system, we could create a new REST API or Web Service that meets the needs of 

this project. However, this is not good for maintainability of Sakai itself. Because Sakai is an 

active system and is upgraded regularly, any development change should be migrated in a 

later version of Sakai. It makes maintainability harder. For this reason, it is better to keep Sa-

kai untouched or at least keep changes as minimal as possible. And we are not creating a new 

REST API or Web service.   

On the other hand, Sakai offers a Service Oriented Architecture. And so, within Sakai envi-

ronment, many micro services can be found to exchange information. It means internal devel-
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opment within Sakai gives a lot of opportunities to reuse existing Sakai services, which is 

good for both ease of development and maintainability.  

Summing up, internal development within Sakai is decided because of  

 The difficulties of data access to Coursera and Sakai platform from the outside world 

and, 

 The advantages of reusability of rich internal services of the Sakai. 

Since the development is internal in Sakai, Java is selected as a programming language.   

5.1.2.2 Job Scheduling Solution 

There are many job scheduling libraries available such as Java Quartz Job Scheduler, .NET 

Hangfire, Quartz.NET and Apache Sling. 

As mentioned above, Sakai has many micro services. One of the services is the Job Schedul-

ing Service that makes use of Java Quartz Job Scheduler [11]. As long as internal develop-

ment within Sakai is agreed, reusing existing Sakai services is good for both maintainability 

and ease of development. Hence, Sakai Job Scheduling Service is chosen as the infrastruc-

ture layer, bottom layer of the overall architecture of the Email Notifier.  

5.1.2.3 Layered Architecture 

Decision on the internal development within Sakai environment gives a direction towards 

many other design choices. An advantage of developing internally in Sakai is to reuse existing 

Sakai services.   

Layered architecture is chosen because already developed infrastructure layer (in our case 

service layer) can be used.  

Layered architecture is chosen for portability. Later, Email Notifier can be taken out of the 

Sakai environment and deployed in another environment or stand-alone. In that case, the top 

two layers can stay the same, but the bottom layer, the service layer, can be replaced (re-

placeability) with another service.  

5.1.2.4 Client-server Architecture 

Client-server architectures are meant to promote modularity and cohesion and make coupling 

explicit and limited [12]. Modularity is an important quality attribute for Email Notifier, be-

cause Email Notifier tool is plugged into Sakai Portal the same as other Sakai tools. Sakai is a 

portal framework. The tool should be loosely coupled within the Sakai environment, so that 

interface dependency of Email Notifier tool on other Sakai tools should be as low as possible. 

Therefore, Email Notifier Tool is developed as a web application.  

5.1.3 Logical view 

Logical view is the structural view of a system. It is one of the five views of “4+1 view mod-

el” [13]. It gives an idea of what a given system is made up of. This view is illustrated by a 

diagram in Figure 5.1 based on the design decisions.   

Email Notifier consists of three main components, which are Email Notifier Tool, Job Sched-

uling Service and Email Rules package.  

Email Notifier Tool is a web application that supports sending out email notifications to the 

system users (learner and teacher) automatically based on the rules. Rule is a logic specifying 

to whom, when and in what condition an email should be sent.  
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Job Scheduling Service is an existing service within Sakai platform. Its goal is to provide 

tasks for the applications to run, and execute the tasks at the scheduled time.  

Email Rules package is a set of email indicators, which specify business logics: to whom, 

when and in what condition an email should be triggered.    
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Email Notifier Tool
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+ ExecuteJob()

Email Rule
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+ Rule2
+ Rule3

Client Browser

Made by me
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Legend

«use»

«use»

«import»

«use»

 

Figure 5.1. High-level logical view diagram of the Email Notifier 

5.2 Chatbot 

5.2.1 Product Perspective 

A chatbot (also known as a talkbot, chatterbot, interactive agent) is a computer program or an 

artificial intelligence, which conducts a conversation via auditory or textual methods. Chat-

bots are typically used in dialog systems for various practical purposes including customer 

service or information acquisition [14].  

The learner’s need is to have a discussion with someone to get an answer to his/her question. 

Unfortunately, teachers and teaching assistants support is not really scalable either in online 

setting or in on-campus setting. Therefore, the solution we are proposing is a chatbot. The 

chatbot in the scope of this project responds to the user in a textual form.  

5.2.1.1 What is the Chatbot doing? 

The chatbot is a first-line helpdesk that provides direct help for students or, if uncertain about 

the answer, forwards the messages to human teaching assistants and learns from the answers 

from these human TAs or from the teacher (in case the TAs do not know the answer) 
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In the initial setup the overhead of this intelligent teaching assistant is virtually non-existent, 

even in the first steps while the Chatbot still needs to learn about the course topic and the or-

ganization, while the benefits are for both students and teaching staff: it increases the re-

sponse rate for the students, while decreasing the efforts needed from the teaching staff. The 

business process diagram of the Chatbot is shown in Figure 5.2.  
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Receive the 
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Student and the Chatbot 

via email
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learn
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Receive the 
answer via 

email

[no]

[yes]

 

Figure 5.2. Business process diagram of the Chatbot 

5.2.2 Design Decisions 

5.2.2.1 Technology Choices 

As an AI and NLP solution, IBM Watson Assistant [15] is chosen. Watson Assistant is a 

built-in chatbot solution. It doesn’t take a lot of training time. Everything that is related to 

artificial intelligence and natural language processing is relied on Watson’s power of AI and 

NLP framework. The University of Georgia Tech [17] succeeded to setup their own intelli-

gent teaching assistant with Watson Assistant [16]. 

The Polytechnic University of Milan [18] is setting up an intelligent self-learning teaching 

assistant for the course, Recommender System with IBM Watson Assistant.     

Watson Assistant is chosen, because it is a built-in intelligent chatbot framework, it does not 

take much time to train it, and it is proven by other universities.  

Another alternative to IBM Watson Assistant is to build our own intelligent framework. For 

that, we need a lot of training data, make a lot of experiments with deep learning neural net-

work algorithms with natural language processing solution. Those process will take a lot of 

time and long learning curve from the author.    
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As a chat interface, a simple web application is developed. Watson Assistant can connect to 

the several chat tools such as Slack and Facebook. Their possibilities of integration to the 

chatbot in this project are investigated. Within the scope of this project, personalization is im-

portant for improving learning experience of the learners. Therefore, the chatbot needs to 

gather learner’s background information from the platforms. To fulfill this requirement, the 

learner first needs to log in with either Sakai or Coursera account. Then the chatbot knows 

whose information needs to be gathered. So making use of either Slack or Facebook chat re-

quires organization account migration. For Slack as well as Facebook, this service is not free. 

Therefore, for the demonstration purpose, a simple chat interface is developed.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. Reference architecture of Chatbot with IBM Watson Assistant 

5.2.2.2 Layered Architecture 

For portability, layered architecture is chosen. Later, the presentation layer can be replaced 

(replaceability) with other proven chat tools such as Slack and Facebook, while the bottom 

two layers can stay the same or require minimal changes. Therefore, the separation of purpose 

of the code is important.  Even though the use of Coursera data is not in the scope of this pro-

ject, this extensibility is still considered. By means of code separation, the extension can be 

made easily. 

5.2.3 Logical View 

The main ingredients of the chatbot based on the design decisions are depicted in Figure 5.4.  

The chatbot consists of three main components: chat client, chat back-end, and Watson Assis-

tant.  

The chat client is a simple web interface to display messages between the human and the 

chatbot.  

The back-end is the business layer where all the communication process between the user and 

the chatbot happens. The back-end plays as a data provider at one hand, on the other hand a 

Communication Bridge between the client and Watson Assistant.  

The Watson Assistant plays the main role in this intelligent chatbot system. It comprehends 

human text and responds with the corresponding answer.  
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The communication flow is as follows: 

1. User is authenticated with Sakai (or Coursera) 

2. User’s message is directed to Watson Assistant service 

3. Response from Watson Assistant Service is caught 

4. Some missing information is filled in, if necessary 

5. The response message is directed to the end user, finally. 

The detailed structure is discussed in the next chapters, Software Design and Implementation.  
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Figure 5.4. High-level logical view diagram of the Chatbot 
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6 System Design 
This chapter describes the design of each element of the architecture, discussed in the previ-

ous chapter, in more details. The first section details the design of the Email Notifier, while 

the second one explains the design of the Chatbot.  

6.1 Email Notifier 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the Email Notifier has three main components: Email 

Notifier Tool, Job Scheduling Service and Email Rule. Each component is explained in the 

following sections.  

6.1.1 Development View 

Development view concentrates on taking the Logical view and dividing the logical entities 

into actual software entities. It is one of the five views of “4+1 view model” [13]. The devel-

opment view illustrates a system from a programmer's perspective and is concerned with 

software management. This view is illustrated in Figure 6.1.  

The Email Notifier Tool has four main sub-components, which are JSP pages, Java Beans 

[19], Java Servlet [20] and Java Bean Wrappers. It is explained in the following sections.  

The Email Rule Engine consists of two main components, which are Email Rule Component 

and Email Rule Package. The purpose of the Email Rule Component is to create a Configura-

ble Rule out of a Rule. This process to create a Configurable Rule out of a Rule is done by 

Java Spring Framework [21]. In the technical detail, Java Spring Framework is creating a java 

bean out of a normal java class.  

In Java Ecosystem, Java Beans are classes that encapsulate many objects into a single object 

(the bean). They are serializable and allow access to properties using getter and setter meth-

ods. Java Bean is reusable software component written in Java that can be manipulated visual-

ly in an application builder tool.  

Java Spring Framework is creating a Configurable Rule (java bean) by attaching multiple 

properties to a Rule (See Figure 6.2). A Rule that have multiple properties is called a Configu-

rable Rule. Java Spring Framework is creating a Configurable Rule (java bean) out of a Rule 

(java class) and registering it with the Scheduler Manager (See Figure 6.1), which is a part of 

the Job Scheduling Service.  

The Email Notifier Tool is accessing the Configurable Rules by using the Scheduler Manager.  

Job Scheduling Service is an existing service in the Sakai, powered by Java Quartz Job 

Scheduler.  
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Figure 6.1. Design of the Email Notifier 

In Figure 6.2, the class diagram of the Email Notifier is illustrated.  

QuartzJob is a class that is defined in Java Quartz Job Scheduler.   

Rule is a class, derived from QuartzJob, where the actual implementation of the logic specify-

ing to whom, when and in what condition email should be sent out is defined. A rule that is 

derived from QuartzJob is called a task in context of the Job Scheduler.  

A rule can have multiple properties. A rule that has multiple properties is called a Configura-

ble Rule.  

A job is an instance of a rule. A job that has a Configurable rule is called a Configurable Job.  

Job can have multiple triggers. Trigger is a class that defines when the job is executed.  

A job that has a rule and at least one trigger is called a Scheduled Job.  
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class Email Notifier Class Diagram

Scheduled job

Configurable job

Configurable rule

Job

- name: string

Rule
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+ execute()

Parameter
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QuartzJob

+ execute()

Trigger

- name: string
- cronTrigger: string

Javax.Mail

+ sendMessage()

«use»

10..1

*0..1

*

0..1

 

Figure 6.2. Class diagram of the Email Notifier 

6.1.2 Email Notifier Tool 

Email Notifier Tool is an interactive web application to support user to automate email send-

ing process by creating scheduled tasks.  

6.1.2.1 MVC design pattern 

Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a pattern used in software engineering to separate 

the application logic from the user interface. As the name implies, the MVC pattern has three 

layers. It separates the presentation layer from the business layer. The Controller performs the 

action of invoking the Model and sending data to the View.  

The Model is the data, which contains business logic of the system and also represents the 

state of the applications. It is separate from the Presentation layer. The controller fetches the 

data from the Model and sends it to the View.  

The Controller acts as an interface between View and Model. It receives requests from the 

View and processes them. The request are further sent to Model for data processing, and once 

data is processed, it is sent back to the Controller and presented on the View.  

The View represents the output of the application, usually in a form of UI. The View is used 

to display the Model data retrieved by the Controller.  

The Email Notifier Tool is designed in MVC design pattern using JSP and Java. Sub 

components of the Email Notifier Tool are displayed in Figure 6.3.  

The View displays the data and interacts with the user. It is written in JSP. There are several 

JSP pages inside “JSP Pages” block in Figure 6.3, which presents the View in MVC design 

pattern.  
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The Model contains application data, in our case Java Beans that came from Job Scheduling 

Service and other Sakai services. Configurable Jobs and Configurable Rules are examples of 

Java Beans in our case.  

The Controller consists of Java Servlet class and Java Bean Wrappers that manipulates data 

from the Model.  

The detailed implementation of the MVC pattern of the Email Notifier Tool is explained in 

the next chapter, Implementation.  

MVC pattern is chosen for modifiability. The code separation, the main concern of the MVC 

design pattern makes the design easy to modify and replace with another block. GUI (in our 

case view) is the part that modifies frequently. For this, it is good to keep modifications of 

GUI separate from the rest of the system.  

cmp Email Notifier-design

Email Notifier Tool

Controller

ModelView

JSP Java Beans

Java Servlet Java Bean 
Wrapper

«use»

«use»

«flow» «manipulate»

 

Figure 6.3. Sub components of the Email Notifier Tool 

6.1.3 Email Rule Engine 

Email Rule Engine consists of two main components: Email Rule Component and Email Rule 

Package. Sub components of the Email Rule is shown in Figure 6.4. 

Email Rule Package is a set of java classes that specify the business logics of the email indi-

cators.  

Email Rule Component is a Java Spring component (powered by Java Spring Framework) 

that creates Java Beans out of the rule classes in Email Rule Package and registers them with 

the Scheduler Manager in Job Scheduling Service. The purpose of the Email Rule Component 

is to create a Configurable Rule out of a Rule. This process to create a Configurable Rule out 

of a Rule is done by Java Spring Framework. In the technical detail, Java Spring Framework 

is creating a java bean out of a normal java class.  
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Figure 6.4. Sub components of the Email Rule 

6.2 Chatbot 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the Chatbot consists of two main components: client and 

back-end. 

The client part is written in JSP, while the back-end is developed in Java.  

Java is selected as a programming language for several reasons, which are: 

 It has sufficient libraries and frameworks to support development 

 It is a well-structured object-oriented language 

 Portability: write once, run anywhere. 

There could be another language choices rather than JSP and Java. However, the main deliv-

erable of the chatbot is a quick prototype. Therefore, the language choices are made based on 

the author’s personal experience.  

In Figure 6.6, the communication flow between the student and the chatbot is drawn. The 

communication flow is as follows: 

1. The student logs in with his/her Sakai account. 

a. The student types his/her log-in information on the Client Interface. 

b. The client transmits the log-in information to the back-end. 
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c. The back-end transmits the log-in information to the Sakai system via Sakai 

API. 

d. The Sakai API authenticates the student and sends the response message to 

the back-end 

e. The back-end sends the response message to the client.  

2. The student initiates a chat. 

a. The student types any text on the Client interface. 

b. The client transmits the text to the back-end. 

c. The back-end transmits the text to the IBM Watson Assistant. 

d. The IBM Watson Assistant identifies a category, in which the text fits.  

e. The IBM Watson Assistant identifies a corresponding response to the text. 

f. The IBM Watson Assistant sends the corresponding response to the back-

end. 

g. The back-end processes the response.  

h. If necessary, it gets the student’s background information from the Sakai sys-

tem via Sakai API. 

i. The Sakai API returns the requested information to the back-end. 

j. The back-end transmits the response message to the client.  

IBM Watson Assistant plays a role to comprehend a written text with its power of AI and 

NLP solutions. Directions of the discussion are shaped in the IBM Watson Assistant. The de-

tailed configuration on the IBM Watson Assistant is explained in the next chapter, Implemen-

tation. 
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sd Chatbot communication
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confirmationMessage()
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typeLoginInfo()

IdentifyCorrespondingResponse()

sendText()

getStudentInfo()

Send login info()

 

Figure 6.5. Communication between the student and the chatbot 

In the previous chapter, the Business Process of the Chatbot is drawn in a bit abstract level, 

while Figure 6.6 shows the detailed Business Process Flow of the Chatbot along with other 

users involved such as student and teacher (and teaching assistant). The diagram also details 

which component of the chatbot is responsible of what.  
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Figure 6.6. The detailed business process diagram of the Chatbot 
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7 Implementation 
This chapter details how the system is implemented. The following sections explain concrete 

implementation of the Email Notifier and the Chatbot.  

7.1 Email Notifier  

 

Figure 7.1. The Email Notifier packages 

The Email Notifier is developed as part of Sakai system. The packages of the Email Notifier 

is shown as part of the Sakai system in Eclipse IDE.    

The emailNotifier-tool is the Email Notifier Tool described in the previous chapters, Archi-

tecture and Design.  

The emailNotifier-comp-shared is the Email Rule package.  

The emailNotifier-comp is an application to create Java Beans out of the email rule classes 

defined in the Email Rule package.  

7.1.1 System runtime process 

Sakai system has the core services that handle tools and components in the runtime.  

The Tool Manager registers tools (sometimes called plugins) with the Sakai Portal by loading 

the configuration files of the tools.  

The Component Manager registers components with the specific service as Java Beans. The 

part of Sakai system runtime process that is related to only this project is shown in Figure 7.4.  

The emailNotifier-tool project has a configuration file called tool.xml. The content of the con-

figuration file is depicted in Figure 7.2.  
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Figure 7.2. Tool configuration file 

The emailNotifier-comp project also has a configuration file. The content of the file looks like 

Figure 7.3.   

 

Figure 7.3. Component configuration file 
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Figure 7.4. System runtime process 

7.1.2 Email Notifier Tool 

Direct implementation of the Email Notifier Tool using MVC design pattern is shown in the 

Figure 7.5. 

class Email Notifier Tool-impl

create_job.jsp

- jobName: String
- emailRuleClass: String

+ submitJob(string, string)
+ getEmailRules()

create_trigger.jsp

- name: string
- cron_expression: string

+ createTrigger(string, string)

delete_trigger.jspdelete_job.jsp

edit_property.jsp
jobs.jsp

+ listJobs()
run_job.jsp

Controller.java

- jobName: String
- triggerName: String
- triggerExpression: String
- selectedEmailRule: String
- scheduler: Scheduler
- job: JobBeanWrapper
- jobDetail: JobDetail

+ getBeanJobs(): Map<String, String>
+ processCreateJob(String, String)
+ setConfigurableJobBeanWrapper(ConfigurableJobBeanWrapper)
+ getJobDeatil(): JobDetail
+ setJobDetail(JobDetail)
+ createJobDetail(JobBeanWrapper)

JobDeatilWrapper

TriggerWrapper

ConfigurableJobBeanWrapper

ConfigurablePropertyWrapper

SchedulerManager

+ getScheduler(): Scheduler
+ getBeansJob(): Map<String, JobBeanWrapper>
+ getJobBeanWrapper(String): JobBeanWrapper

JobBeanWrapper

Scheduler

+ addJob(JobDetail)
JobDetail

 

Figure 7.5. Class diagram of the Email Notifier Tool 

Figure 7.6 illustrates the sequence diagram of “Create Job” function, and Figure 7.7 shows the 

sequence of the “Edit Property” function. Those are examples of the activities in Email Noti-

fier tool.   
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sd createJob
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:create_job.jsp :Controller.java :SchedulerManager :Scheduler
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getBeansJob(): Map<String, JobBeanWrapper>
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job= getJobBeanWrapper
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jobDetail= createJobDetail(job)
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addJob(jobDetail)

gotoEditPropertyPage()

 

Figure 7.6. Sequence diagram of the "Create Job" function 
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sd editProperty

Admin

:edit_property.jsp :Controller.java :ConfigurableJobBeanWrapper :Scheduler

submitProperties(Set<ConfigurableJobProperty>)

getProperties(emailRuleClass)

processProperties(Set<ConfigurableJobProperty>)

configurableJob= getConfigurableJobBeanWrapper(): ConfigurableJobBeanWrapper

represhProperties()

jobDetail= setJobDetail(JobDetail)

properties= getConfigurableJobProperties():

Set<ConfigurableJobProperty>

addJob(jobDeatil)

 

Figure 7.7. Sequence diagram of the "Edit Property" function 

7.1.3 Teacher’s tool extension  

The teacher is an end user of the system. The teacher wants control over the email indicators. 

Teachers interact with many other existing tools in Sakai. The Email Notifier is developed to 

reduce teacher’s manual repetitive work to send out notification email to the students. The 

email rules (indicators) implemented within the Email Notifier are tightly related to the other 

existing Sakai tools. For instance, there is a rule implemented within the Email Notifier to 

send out a notification to the students, specific number of hours prior to the assignment dead-

line. The teacher wants control over when the notification will be fired. The teacher could use 

the Email Notifier tool. However, the teacher interacts with the Assignment tool within the 

Sakai to manage all the assignments for courses including assignment settings and content. In 

this situation, the fact that the teacher works on the Email Notifier tool instead of the Assign-

ment tool, which he/she is already get used to, adds extra work instead of reducing his/her 

work. Therefore, for the usability reason, the Assignment tool is extended with the function-

alities to enable the notification on the deadline, and configure when the notification will be 

sent out. The same situations happen to the other email indicators.     

7.1.4 Global Configuration 

Email indicators are enabled in the Sakai global configuration file. Some properties for the 

email indicators are also configured in the global configuration file. The global configuration 

is made for the modifiability reason.  

As mentioned in the previous section (See the section 7.1.3), the assignment deadline notifica-

tion is an example of the email indicators implemented. For the usability, the Assignment 

tool (existing Sakai tool) is extended to give a freedom to the teacher to control over the noti-

fication settings. However, the notification settings on the Assignment tool are only appeared 

when the email rule is enabled in the global configuration file. The configuration setting is 

shown in the Figure 7.8.  
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Figure 7.8. Global configuration of the Sakai system 

As discussed in the previous section (See the section), an email rule can have multiple config-

urable parameters. The parameters are defined in the configuration file (component.xml. See 

the section) in the emailNotifier-comp project, while the parameter description and default 

values are specified in another configuration file. The configuration file is shown in Figure 

7.9.  

Those settings in the configuration files improve maintainability, more specifically modifia-

bility.  

The system admin can make modifications on the settings without looking into the code.  

 

Figure 7.9. Parameter configuration 

7.2 Chatbot 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the chatbot is developed in Java Environment. The im-

plementation of the Chabot is shown in Figure 7.10.  
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Figure 7.10. The chatbot packages 

The chatbot application is developed for the demonstration purpose. It plays a mediator role 

to transmit messages between the IBM Watson Assistant and the user. However, the most 

fruitful ingredient of the chatbot is created in the IBM Watson Assistant workspace.  

At this moment the communication language is set to English, since the courses are in English 

and the language is well- supported in all artificial intelligence domains. 

Following use cases are implemented: 

 Student authenticates with his/her Sakai account 

 Student wants to know his/her courses registered 

 Student wants to know his/her assignment deadline 

 Student wants to know more about a specific course, if not specific the chatbot clarify 

 Student raises a question about course content, if the Chatbot is uncertain about the 

answer, it forwards it to the teaching assistant.  

How these cases are implemented is shown in the Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12.  

 

 

Figure 7.11. Chatbot login page 
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Figure 7.12. Chatbot GUI 
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8 Deployment 
This chapter introduces the deployment of the system including deployment process and de-

ployment environment.  

8.1 Email Notifier – Deployment view 
Email Notifier is deployed as part of Sakai system in Apache Tomcat [22] web server. Since 

it is developed in Java Environment, it can run both on Windows and Linux.  

As Email Notifier Tool is a web application, it is deployed in Webapps folder. Email rule 

package is deployed as JAR file, the same as other Sakai services. Email Rule Component is 

same as other Sakai components. The main ingredient of the Email rule package is the con-

figuration file, component.xml. Sakai component manager loads this configuration file and 

creates corresponding Java beans out of the Email rule classes. The deployment diagram is 

depicted in Figure 8.1.  

deployment Email Notifier

Windows/Linux

«Web Server»
Apache Tomcat

ComponentsLibWebapps

Email Rules 
Component

Email Rules Package

+ Rule1
+ Rule2
+ Rule3

Job Scheduling Service

Email Notifier 
Tool

Sakai Service Instance

component.xml

«use»

«use»

«use»

 

Figure 8.1. Deployment view of the Email Notifier 

8.1.1 Deployment Process 

Email Notifier and other three sub projects are developed as Apache Maven projects [23]. So 

the compilation and the deployment are done with Maven commands, for instance, mvn in-

stall sakai:deploy EmailNotifier. With this single command, all sub components of the Email 

Notifier are compiled and deployed all together at once. Further installation manual is in a 

separate document called “Email Notifier – Administrator Guide.docx”. The use of Apache 

Maven commands and the installation guide improve installability of the Email Notifier. 
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Email Notifier is deployed in the production environment of the Sakai system. It is deployed 

and tested in the development and staging servers consecutively, before it is put in the produc-

tion server.  

8.2 Chatbot – Deployment view 
Chatbot is developed as a simple java web application. It is also deployed in Apache tomcat. 

Figure 8.2  illustrates the deployment view of the chatbot. The chatbot stays in the develop-

ment server.  

deployment chatbot

Windows/Linux OS

«Web Server»
Apache Tomcat

Webapps

Chatbot

 

Figure 8.2. Deployment view of the Chatbot 
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9 Verification & Validation 
This chapter aims to reflect on the architecture and design solutions described in Chapter 5 

and Chapter 6, eventually verify and validate the system against the requirements, listed in the 

Chapter 4.   

9.1 Verification 
Verification is concerned with whether the system is well-engineered and error-free.  

The verification process of the Email Notifier was made incrementally during the sprints.  

Although the goal of the Chatbot is a proof of concept, main effort was not spent on the com-

plete testing strategy. However, the functional test was conducted by the author through the 

Chatbot.  

9.1.1 Functional Requirements  

Table 3. Functional requirement verification 

Functional Requirement Verification process Current Status 

FR01. Email Notifier will 

send an automatic email 

based on a rule. 

For this, Email Notifier tool is implement-

ed along with several email rules. As con-

crete examples of email rules, UR01.1 and 

UR01.5 are implemented.  

Implemented & 

Verified 

FR02. Email Notifier will 

provide functionalities for the 

admin to manage a job  

For this, Email Notifier tool is implement-

ed to support admin with an interactive 

user interface. Within the tool, admin can 

create, delete, schedule a job, and can see 

the list of the jobs and event logs.  

Implemented & 

Verified 

FR03. Email Notifier will 

send an email to an individu-

al user instead of bulk users. 

The Email Notifier is sending an email to 

each user with different content, with the 

personalized approach.  

Implemented & 

Verified 

FR04. Email Notifier will log 

each event that sends out an 

email to the learner 

Each event of an email sent is logged is 

the Sakai Learning Analytics.  

Implemented & 

Verified 

FR05. Email Notifier will 

include an invitation link to a 

chatbot session in the re-

minder/notification email 

It is doable because email content is con-

figurable by the user. User can put the link 

to the Chatbot in the email content while 

he/she is configuring the  

Implemented & 

Verified 

FR06. Chatbot can be initiat-

ed by the learner 

For this, the chatbot should be integrated 

with an existing system, or advertised for 

use. 

In the list of fu-

ture works 

FR07. Chatbot session will 

be private. 

The user can only talk to the Chatbot when 

authenticated with the Sakai system. 

Implemented & 

Verified 

FR08. Chatbot will be able to A chat application is developed that can In the list of fu-
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answer questions about 

course 

communicate with IBM Watson Assistant 

Service.  

In the Watson Assistant Service Work-

space, several intentions of the questions 

are described along with corresponding 

answers. A chat application is playing as a 

display at one hand, on the other hand, it is 

playing a communication handler by 

providing data if additional information is 

needed, by forwarding question to the TA 

or teacher if Watson Assistant is uncertain 

about the answer. 

ture works.  

Proved the con-

cept that it is fea-

sible with several 

use cases de-

scribed in Section 

7.2  

FR09. Chatbot will be able to 

learn by itself 

In the research phase. In the list of fu-

ture works. 

In the research 

phase. 

 

9.1.2 Non-functional Requirements Evaluation 

Table 4. Non-functional requirement verification 

Non-functional requirement Sub requirements Design decisions, which support the 

requirement 

NF01. Scalability  Whole scenario to send out email noti-

fication to the students is tested with 

1000 users in the development server of 

the company.  

The biggest course in the Sakai LMS, 

MS Kick-off course, which has 400 

students, is being used as a pilot course 

to send out notifications to each student 

in the production environment of the 

company. 

NF02. Maintainability Modularity Client-server architecture, tool devel-

opment in a consistent way with other 

Sakai tools.  

Modifiability Layered architecture, MVC Design pat-

tern, Configurable parameters for the 

job and global configuration file  

NF03. Usability Learnability 

Operability 

User error protec-

tion 

Tool extensions that the user is already 

familiar with, new GUI for cron ex-

pression, user-friendly configurable 

property settings  
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NF04. Compatibility Co-existence Development environment within the 

Sakai, reuse of existing Sakai services.  

NF05. Portability Installability Maven project set-up and Installation 

guide 

Replaceability Layered architecture and MVC design 

pattern 

NF06. Security Confidentiality Permission granted only for the appro-

priate users for instance admin is only 

granted for the Email Notifier Tool, 

while only the authenticated Sakai us-

ers (students) can initiate the Chatbot.  

 

9.2 Validation 
Validation is concerned with whether the system meets the customer expectation and re-

quirement. 

The validation was conducted only on the Email Notifier. As the Chatbot is a prototype to see 

the possibility of the architecture setup with IBM Watson Assistant to help teachers in a way 

of first-line help desk, the validation hasn’t yet been conducted on it. 

The validation of the Email Notifier took place by getting feedback from the admin user. The 

following topics in Table 5 were covered during the feedback session.  

Table 5. Feedback for the Email Notifier 

Topic What went well What should be improved 

Maintainability Few changes without violating 

existing Sakai system 

Good design decisions  

Reuse of Sakai existing services 

Tool integration between new 

Email Notifier Tool and existing 

Job Scheduler Tool might be need-

ed in future. 

Usability Making teacher’s configuration 

setting on the teacher’s tools was 

a good decision for the usability 

Job automatic creation is needed to 

automate admin’s work 

Cohesion between teacher’s tool 

extension and the Email Notifier 

tool should be improved 

Scalability Same as Sakai. Not better, but 

not worse.  

Followed standard ways of 

providing notifications. 

 

 

In conclusion, the admin user is happy with the new development within Sakai system.  
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10 Conclusions 
This chapter covers the results achieved in this project, as well as the suggestions for future 

improvements.  

10.1 Results  
This project includes two separate products, which are Email Notifier and Chatbot. The both 

are first versions of the development. 

In the absence of the right training data, we started the Email Notifier. As the Email Notifier 

is more practical and useful than theoretical, we made a concrete result on it. On the other 

hand, as the Chatbot is more research-oriented than practical, we made an initial prototype to 

prove the concept that the chatbot can support teachers to reduce their work load by answer-

ing administrative type of questions initially, then content-related questions gradually.  

The achievements and suggestions for future improvements of these two are discussed in the 

next sections. 

10.1.1 Email Notifier 

Within the scope of this project Email Notifier was developed and demonstrated to decrease 

teacher’s repetitive manual work to send out email notifications, while supporting students to 

maintain their learning progress going forward. Although the Email Notifier as an automatic 

email notification system is considered quite simple and less innovative, the need of it was 

demanding.  

Email Notifier was implemented within the Sakai system. For this, research about where the 

bottleneck of teacher’s repetitive work is occurring was conducted. Additionally, various 

technical investigations took place to achieve most optimal design solutions. The following 

are the achievements of the Email Notifier.  

 Email Notifier Tool was developed as a web application to provide the admin user 

with an interactive GUI to manage the job scheduling details.  

 Email Rule Engine was implemented to provide the Email Notifier Tool with the 

email rules where the business logics to send out an email were specified. In the 

scope of the project several email rules were implemented based on the system data 

as well as Sakai Learning Analytics.  

 Teacher’s tool extensions – Some of the tools that teachers interact with frequently 

were extended. Since the goal of the project is to reduce teacher’s work, introducing a 

new tool, the Email Notifier Tool for teachers was considered extra work instead of a 

reduction. Therefore, some of the tools were extended to satisfy the user require-

ments, which mainly include teachers having control over email notification settings. 

In the end, the Email Notifier Tool was deployed in the company’s production environment, 

together with some Email Rules implemented and corresponding changes on the teacher’s 

tools.  Some of the email rules remained in the development stage.  

Email rules running on the production environment are: 
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 Assignment deadline notification (UR01.1) – It is a notification for the students to 

remind them that the assignment deadline is approaching.  

 Forum discussion notification (UR01.5) – It is a notification for the students to im-

prove their contribution on the specific discussion topics. Master School Starter Kit 

course of EIT Digital is being used as a pilot course to demonstrate this notification.  

10.1.1.1  Future Works 

The suggestions for future improvements for the Email Notifier are listed below. 

 The next step of the Email Notifier is to include data from Coursera Platform. As the 

data from Coursera is the learning track of learners in a real online setting, investigat-

ing the data to come up with possible email indicators might be an interesting step.  

 Email notifications sent out to the learners are logged in the Sakai Learning Analyt-

ics. Creating more and more email indicators out of the Learning Analytics might also 

be an interesting step.  

10.1.2 Chatbot 

In the later phase of the project, we introduced the chatbot in the scope. As the nature of the 

“chatbot” project is research-oriented, it will take longer to make a concrete result. Due to the 

limited time frame, the first several steps of few use cases were explored and implemented.  

Within the given time, we set up the architecture of an intelligent teaching assistant, which is 

powered by IBM Watson Assistant Service. For this, following activities took place.  

 A chat application was developed. It has two components: client and back-end. The 

client is for displaying messages between human and the Chatbot. The back-end is a 

communication bridge that transmits message to either the client or the Watson Assis-

tant. The back-end also plays a data provider, if the Watson Assistant needs extra in-

formation. It also plays message forwarder to the TA or teacher, in case the Watson is 

uncertain about the answer.  

 Watson Assistant Workspace was set up. In the workspace, several intentions of the 

questions about course, along with corresponding answers were created.  

As a result, we proved that this Chatbot can be able to act as a first line help desk for the stu-

dents that provides direct help for students, or if uncertain about the answer, forwards the 

messages to human teaching assistants and learn from the answers from them.  

10.1.2.1  Future Works 

The recommendations for future works for the Chatbot are written below. 

 Collect data of questions from students, and analyze 

 Conduct research on self-learning techniques 

 The client component of the current architecture should be replaced with other proven 

chat tool such as Slack.  

 Then, having more concrete use cases and more data might add the complexity. Solv-

ing them might be the biggest challenge.   
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11 Project Management 
The previous chapters described what the project is about. This chapter focusses on how the 

project was carried out.  

11.1 Introduction 
The project has two sides: useful/practical and innovative/research-oriented. The Email Noti-

fier is the practical side, while the Chatbot is the innovative side of this project. These ingre-

dients of the project were not made up like this from the beginning. Also, the goal of the pro-

ject was general and high-level in the early phase of the project. So, an iterative-incremental 

approach was followed throughout the life time of the project, in which study of what is fea-

sible within this period of time, exploration of the real needs of the users, and the develop-

ment of the prototype took place.  

11.2 Scope Change 
We started the project with a very high-level idea of creating a chatbot to improve the learn-

ing experience of students. However, because of the absence of training data, lack of 

knowledge on chatbot technologies (Do we need to study artificial intelligence, neural net-

work, etc.), it was hard to specify what problems we could solve with a chatbot. So then we 

shifted into Mailbot, which included a rule-based email notification (we call it Email Notifier 

now.) initially, and an email reply eventually.  

 

Figure 11.1. Scope change of the project 

In the middle of the project, after the initial prototype of the Email Notifier was implemented, 

a feasibility study was conducted to discuss the next steps. In the feasibility study, several 

features were proposed by the author along with possible added values, risks and opportuni-

ties. The detailed list of the features, their risks and added values are written in the Appen-

dices. As the outcome of the feasibility study, the Chatbot was introduced in the scope again, 

yet scoping down was still needed, while the rest was not continued investigating further.  

11.3 Project Planning 
The project planning was adapted very flexible to different phases of the project: initial, mid-

dle and final. In the beginning of the project, the main activities of the project were defined. 

Figure 11.2 shows the overview of the main activities. They are organized into five main ac-

tivities: Organize the project, Find out goals and requirements, Domain analysis, Design and 

Implementation, and Documentation.  
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Figure 11.2. Main activities of the project 

 

 

Figure 11.3. Example of tasks in Kanboard 

11.4 Feasibility Analysis 
After understanding the problem and domain, we have identified the main existing or possible 

challenges, issues, and risks of the project. They are listed in the following sections.  

11.4.1 Issues and Challenges 

 Scoping the project 

Initial goal of the project was to build a chatbot to improve the learning experience of the 

students. However, due to unavailability of the training data, we started with Email Noti-
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fier to reduce teacher’s repetitive work load. Since the Email Notifier seems simple and 

less interesting, it is better to think of something else to add in the scope of the project, 

yet also need to consider limited time frame.  

 Finding a balance between usefulness and innovativeness 

The Email Notifier is considered less innovative but useful. The Chatbot, on the other 

hand, is considered more innovative and inventive compared to an automatic email notifi-

cation software. Hence, in the scope of this project, it is better to include both of them.  

 Investigating the poorly-documented Sakai system 

Sakai was first released in 2005. Since then, several versions were released and the latest 

version, Sakai 12 was announced in March, 2018. Although Sakai is an active system, 

and being upgraded regularly, the documentation of the system is really poor. It makes 

investigations difficult, then it might cause the implementation phase within Sakai longer.  

11.4.2 Risks 

Below is a short overview of the risks identified. Mitigation strategies to limit the impact on 

the project are described as well. Impact and likelihood of the risks are estimated in three 

scales: High (H), Middle (M) and Low (L).  

R01. Unclear scope 

The project deliverable consists of several components. A component related to AI part is 

the most challenging but there are not clear enough use cases. It might take longer to 

identify use cases and requirements. So it is better to reserve more time on it.  

Impact of event: H Likelihood of event: H 

R02. Limitations of Sakai LMS 

Sakai LMS is very little documented and most of the documents is outdated. It is difficult 

to get straightforward insight about Sakai architecture and code base. Also, many tech-

nologies are used within the system depending on the design choices by various develop-

ers. These issues require plenty of time to investigate Sakai and explore the feasibility of 

reusability of existing components.  Therefore, it is better to start investigation tasks in 

early phase.  

Impact of event: H Likelihood of event: H 

R03. Data unavailability 

One of the innovative sides of the project is to make use of artificial intelligence. But we 

have no real data for use. This might result in less relevant and inefficient deliverable. To 

avoid this, we can look for other possibilities such as data available online, dummy data, 

etc.  

Impact of event: M Likelihood of event: H 

R04. Fulfilling requirements in limited time-frame 

Prototyping makes problems clearer, which leads to new requirements that the customer 

was not aware at the beginning. If this happens very late in the project, better to make a 

feasibility analysis by prioritizing all the remaining tasks and allocating them to the re-
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maining period. If the new requirement is feasible within the time-frame, it is possible to 

accept it. Otherwise, offer to put it in the list of future works.  

Impact of event: H Likelihood of event: L 

R05. Architecture and design change at last moment 

Architecture and design changes might occur at the end of the project because of the in-

sufficient user requirement definition or wrong design choice. To avoid that, it is better to 

discuss with customer and supervisors frequently to get and reflect their feedback earlier. 

Consulting with other technical experts will also be helpful to avoid making wrong design 

decisions. 

Impact of event: H Likelihood of event: L 

R06. Slow response from other parties 

Relevant information is needed from other parties. But because of their less interests or 

slow responses, project deliverables might be delayed. To mitigate this, we can remind 

them earlier, in the meantime, it is better to continue with other tasks.   

Impact of event: L Likelihood of event: H 
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12 Project Retrospective 
This chapter finalizes the entire report by reflecting on the project from the author’s point of 

view.  

12.1 Reflection 
The journey of this ten-month project was both challenging and interesting. This project pre-

sented many challenges from technical to managerial perspectives. However, those challenges 

have enabled me to spot things that I am good at and things that I still need to work on to put 

them into practice.  

As the goal of the project was quite high-level and general in the beginning, a significant 

amount of time was dedicated to get to the detailed problems the project aimed to solve. Alt-

hough education is one of the most familiar domains in our society, its broad concepts, and 

problems and challenges hidden behind its name are extremely complicated due to the fact 

that it is associated with other social sciences such as psychology and sociology. Reading 

some papers and talking to people, personally, I found this domain quite exciting. Under-

standing the key drive of educational institutes to solve the problems that teachers and learn-

ers are facing has broadened my view further.  

The project gave me full experience of Software Engineering in real practice. I could apply 

the theoretical knowledge obtained during the OOTI study, which made my knowledge of 

software architecture and design more concrete. I found the courses such as Software Archi-

tecture, Object Oriented Analysis and Design with UML, Project Management, and Agile 

workshop the most useful ones in this project. 

This project was different than the other projects that I worked on before. I used to work in a 

team usually. This time I was in charge of the entire process. This gave me the possibility to 

experience different roles such as product owner, organizer, researcher, software architect, 

designer, technical expert, developer, tester, and the user at the same time. The roles designer, 

researcher, developer, technical expert, tester and the user were quite manageable, while the 

other roles including product owner, organizer, and software architect were challenging for 

me. Playing those roles was quite challenging because I needed to be critical when facing un-

certainties, speak in proper level of abstraction when talking to people from non-technical to 

technical, as well as self-organized to take the control in hand.  

Moreover, I could grow further as a Software Architect and Designer by means of the lessons 

that this process taught me. The lessons are listed below.  

12.1.1 Lessons Learned 

 Technical Insights 

o Architectural patterns and quality attributes: I gained better understanding of 

the relation between Architectural patterns and Software Quality Attributes. 

Several architectural patterns were used to solve certain design problems in 

this project.  

o Also, I improved my knowledge of Java Ecosystem in this project. Although 

I had knowledge on Java programming language, understanding the ecosys-

tem of an existing system built in Java Environment was not that easy.  
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o System decomposition: I improved my skills to decompose the system in dif-

ferent levels of abstraction.  

o The project helped me understand the problems in education, specifically in 

online education, which I found extremely interesting.  

o I also gained experience on Watson Assistant Service. 

 Organizational Insights 

o I realized that I should take action quickly for instance, by asking questions, 

to clear things out. It is easy to think that everything is uncertain when only 

something is uncertain. But that is hardly ever the case. So, identifying what 

is clear and what is not is crucial.   

o I also realized that finding a good balance between times of thinking alone 

and along with others is important.   

o I experienced the Scrum way of working in real life. And that was wonderful.    
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Glossary 
Abbreviations 

PDEng  Professional Doctorate in Engineering 

TU/e  Eindhoven University of Technology 

EIT  European Institute of Innovation & Technology 

SMEs  Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

ST  Software Technology 

LMS  Learning Management System 

MOOC  Massive Open Online Course 

REST  Representational State Transfer 

API  Application Programming Interface 

WS  Web Service 

AI  Artificial Intelligence 

NLP  Natural Language Processing 

TA  Teaching Assistant 

JSP  JavaServer Pages 

MVC  Model-View-Controller 

UI  User Interface 

GUI  Graphic User Interface 

IDE  Integrated Development Environment 

XML  Extended Markup Language 

JAR  Java ARchive 

UML  Unified Modelling Language 

Terminologies 

No Terminology Description 

1 Learning Analytics Collecting and storing all online behavior in 

MOOCs results in large amount of data. The use of 

these ‘digital traces’ about learners and their con-

text to understand and optimize learning and teach-

ing is known as Learning Analytics. 

2 Learning behavior Learning behavior in context of MOOCs refers to 

how, when and, in what order students watch vide-

os and process other resources, and when and in 

what order they make quizzes and assignments.   
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3 Learning progress Learning progress consists of the results of these 

efforts in pass or fail of quizzes and in the final re-

sults of the MOOC or course   

4 Learning Experience Learning experience refers to any interaction, 

course, program, or other experience in which 

learning takes place, whether it occurs in traditional 

academic settings (schools, classrooms) or nontra-

ditional settings (outside-of-school locations, out-

door environments), or whether it includes tradi-

tional educational interactions (students learning 

from teachers and professors) or nontraditional in-

teractions (students learning through games and 

interactive software applications). 

5 Blended Learning 

 

The term blended learning is generally applied to 

the practice of using both online and in-

person learning experiences when teaching stu-

dents. In a blended-learning course, for example, 

students might attend a class taught by a teacher in 

a traditional classroom setting, while also inde-

pendently completing online components of the 

course outside of the classroom. In this case, in-

class time may be either replaced or supplemented 

by online learning experiences, and students would 

learn about the same topics online as they do in 

class—i.e., the online and in-person learning expe-

riences would parallel and complement one anoth-

er. 

6 Email Indicator It is an event that occurs when specific conditions 

are met.  

7 Email Notifier Automatic system that send out email notifications 

automatically and periodically based on the rules 

defined in the system. 

8 Chatbot IBM Watson® Assistant is a question-and-answer 

system that provides a dialog interaction between 

the conversation system and users. This style of 

interaction is commonly called a chatbot. 

9 Learning engagement Learning engagement refers to the degree of atten-

tion, curiosity, interest, optimism, and passion that 

students show when they are learning or being 

taught, which extends to the level of motivation 

they have to learn and progress in their education. 

https://www.edglossary.org/in-person-learning/
https://www.edglossary.org/in-person-learning/
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Appendices 
Appendix1. Domain modeling 
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Appendix 2. Requirements 

12.1.2 Use case 1: Create job 

Name: Create a job 

Context: Admin wants to create a new job. 

Scope: Email Notifier 

Primary Actor: Admin 

Pre-condition: Sakai platform is active.  

Success Guarantees: Admin can create a job by giving a name, selecting the email rule 

and parameters. 

Main Success Scenario: 1. Admin: creates a job by giving a name.  

2. Email Notification tool: offers a list of email rules. 

3. Admin: selects a particular rule. 

4. Email Notification tool: offers corresponding parameters of 

the selected rule. 

5. Admin: passes parameter values. 

6. Admin: submits the form. 

7. Email Notification tool: displays the created job.  

 

12.1.3 Use case 2: Schedule a job 

Name Schedule a job 

Context Admin wants to schedule a job. 

Scope Email Notifier 

Primary Actor Admin 
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Pre-condition Sakai platform is active. Job is already created.  

Success Guarantees Admin sets the time at which the job will be execut-

ed. 

Main Success Sce-

nario 

1. Admin: selects a job 

2. Admin: sets the schedule 

3. Email Notifier: displays created schedule 

setting. 

 

Mapping between the products and quality attributes 

No Quality Attrib-

ute 

Sub Quality At-

tribute 

Email No-

tifier 

Chatbot 

1 Maintainability 
Modularity    

Modifiability    

2 Portability 
Installability     

Replaceability     

3 Compatibility Co-existence    

4 Usability 

Learnability     

Operability    

User error protec-

tion 

   

5 Security Confidentiality    

 
 
Appendix 3. Sakai LMS 

Sakai is open-source Collaboration and Learning Environment (CLE) soft-

ware. The Sakai Community develops and distributes the open-source Sakai 

CLE, an enterprise-ready collaboration and courseware management platform 

that provides users with a suite of learning, portfolio, library and project 

tools. 

Sakai is initiated by four universities: Indiana, Michigan, MIT, and Stanford.  
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cmp Sakai Architecture

Sakai Platform

Common Serv ices

Kernel

Authn Serv ice Authz Serv ice Agent Serv ice Group Serv ice

Comp Mgr Tool Mgr Session 

Mgr

Request 

Mgr

Config Mgr

Sakai Tools

Assignment Announcement

Presentation layer

JSF GUI JSP GUI

Sakai Portal 

Technology

Other GUI 

technologies

Other Tools
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Appendix 4. Project Management 
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Project initial plan 

 

 

Project mid-term plan 

 



 

 

 

Feasibility Analysis 

Problem definition: 

1. Students engagement 

2. Support teachers to improve course quality 

3. Reduce teacher’s repetitive work  

No Features Added Value Relevant research topics Risks Opportunity 

1 Rule-based email notification 

in Sakai LMS 

 It will reduce teacher’s 

manual work 

 Content-wise (personal-

ized) email might im-

prove students engage-

ments 

 Personalization 

 What is useful and 

what is not 

 Time-consuming learn-

ing curve in Sakai envi-

ronment because of poor 

documentation 

 Might be less interesting 

and less innovative  

 Freedom to play with Sa-

kai because Sakai is open-

source system 

 Some teachers already re-

quested it. So it is already 

useful. That helps to make 

a concrete result.  

(Current progress: 

 Prototype is done with 

minimal requirements 

Next Features: 

 Enhance it for average us-

ers (teachers, students) 

 Make changes on other 

Sakai tools to satisfy some 
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rules 

 Research on personaliza-

tion tricks and apply them 

for content of the email 

Get data insight for personali-

zation purpose) 

2 (Rule-based) email notifica-

tion in Coursera platform 

 Content-wise (personal-

ized) email might im-

prove students engage-

ments 

 Personalization 

 Online student’s psy-

chology 

 Study about other tools 

to improve online stu-

dent’s motivation to 

prevent them from 

dropping out 

 Unavailable public 

Coursera data API 

 Coursera is a real online 

setting where students are 

missing an attention of 

teaching assistants 

3 Email receiver/reply in Sakai 

LMS 

 Decrease human effort 

 Reduce repetitive tasks 

 

 Natural Language pro-

cessing 

 Neural Network 

 Research on other 

“email reply” work 

 No incoming email from 

students 

 No email data 

 Email receiver (mailAr-

chive tool) is never used 

before.  

 No user requested it. 

 Turn on Email Receiver 

tool within Sakai to gather 

email data for future use.   
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4 Email reply for “Data Analyt-

ics” course at TU/e 

 Decrease human effort 

 Reduce repetitive tasks 

 Can be applied to other 

similar courses (pro-

jects) 

 Natural Language pro-

cessing 

 Neural Network 

 Research on other 

“email reply” work  

 Uncertain accuracy of AI 

task 

 Less relevant to this pro-

ject (not in the context of 

EIT Digital) 

 Not solving any prob-

lems we defined for in-

stance personalization 

with respect to student’s 

engagement 

 Available data  

 Emails in English 

 Categorized by the email 

handlers 

 Feasibility to assist an 

email handler 

 Data Analytics is one of 

the biggest mandatory 

course for Bachelor stu-

dents at TU/e.   

 People who handle this 

email reply are enthusias-

tic about automating it. 

 Problem is quite clear.  

5 Interactive Survey Chatbot:  

 Chatbot that can take sur-

vey/feedback from stu-

dents by raising meaning-

ful and personalized 

questions about course  

 Help teachers improve 

course quality by giving 

meaningful feedback 

 Motivate students by 

asking personalized 

questions 

 Make a possibility to 

analyze feedback and 

formulate action points 

for teachers   

 Personalization 

 Natural Language pro-

cessing 

 Neural Network 

 Built-in chatbot solu-

tions 

 Uncertain accuracy of AI 

task 

 Long learning curve on 

unknown filed of AI 

 Domain expert’s help is 

needed to create mean-

ingful survey questions 

 Data on C62oursera 

 Data on Sakai 

 Data in English 

 Built-in powerful chatbot 

solutions for instance IBM 

Watson Assistant are 

available 
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6 Chatbot: Intelligent teaching 

assistant 

 Reduce workload of 

teachers by reducing the 

emails (questions) they 

get gradually 

 Help teachers by an-

swering administrative 

type of questions in the 

first step 
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